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Abstract
The COVID-19 pandemic has motivated building opera-
tors to improve indoor air quality (IAQ) through long-term
sustainable solutions. This paper develops a modeling ca-
pability using the Modelica Buildings library to evaluate
three indoor virus mitigation strategies: use of MERV 10
or MERV 13 filtration and supply of 100% outdoor air
into a building with MERV 10 filtration. New evaluation
metrics are created to consider the impact of improving
IAQ on financial and environmental costs. The mitiga-
tion strategies are studied for medium office buildings in
three locations in the United States with differing climates
and electricity sources. The results show that use of 100%
outdoor air can significantly improve IAQ with limited in-
creases in costs in the milder climate, but leads to very
high costs in the hot and humid and very cold climates.
MERV 13 filtration can improve IAQ relative to MERV
10 filtration with small increases in costs in all locations.
Keywords: Indoor air quality, costs, COVID-19, sustain-
ability.

1 Introduction
Improving indoor air quality (IAQ) during the COVID-19
pandemic while limiting environmental impact in the age
of rapid climate change is challenging. Operation of build-
ing heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning (HVAC) sys-
tems can mitigate indoor virus concentration and reduce
risk of infection (Pease, Wang, et al. 2021; Shen et al.
2021; Vlachokostas et al. 2022; Pease, Salsbury, et al.
2022), but can also increase HVAC energy consump-
tion (Faulkner et al. 2022; Cortiços and Duarte 2021).
For example, higher outdoor air ventilation rates can in-
crease heating/cooling energy usage, or use of efficient,
high pressure drop filters can increase fan energy con-
sumption. Improving IAQ while minimizing increases in
energy costs and emissions is a challenge dependent on
several factors, including mitigation strategy, climate, and
electricity sources.

Previous literature studied tradeoffs between IAQ and
HVAC energy consumption. Santos and Leal (Santos and

Leal 2012) examined the impact of increased ventilation
rate on energy consumption in European cities. They
found the increase in energy is dependent on climate and
building type. Aviv et al. (Aviv et al. 2021) proposed a
novel HVAC strategy to couple radiant systems and nat-
ural ventilation to increase outdoor air ventilation while
minimizing energy consumption. Schibuola and Tam-
bani (Schibuola and Tambani 2021) found high mechani-
cal ventilation rates with efficient air handling units could
reduce the risk of infection of COVID-19 and improve en-
ergy efficiency in Italian secondary schools. Ben-David
and Waring (Ben-David and Waring 2018) studied the ef-
fects of increased filtration and ventilation on indoor ex-
posure to PM2.5 and ozone. They found that improving
filtration tended to have a greater impact on the cost func-
tion incorporating energy and exposure costs.

Despite significant recent progress in the literature,
there is potential for further analysis. First, studies of-
ten assume steady-state scenarios and neglect the dynam-
ics of the HVAC system. For example, constant ventila-
tion rates and outdoor air fractions may be assumed, when
these values are dynamic in practice and affect both IAQ
and energy consumption. Additionally, researchers often
consider energy and costs to quantify sustainability, but
do not always include greenhouse gas emissions. This is
especially important as new policies incentivize reducing
building emissions.

To address this research gap, we propose a study to ana-
lyze the tradeoffs between IAQ and costs, including costs
associated with filters, HVAC energy consumption, and
CO2 emissions. Newly available dynamic CO2 emission
data is used to quantify emissions in different locations
based on electricity sources. Three mitigation strategies
are studied in three locations with distinct climates and
electricity sources. The mitigation strategies include dif-
ferent levels of filtration, such as MERV 10 and MERV
13 filtration, as well as supply of 100% outdoor air into
a building with MERV 10 filtration. We simulate the
scenarios using detailed system modeling of a prototype
medium office building initially sized for MERV 10 filtra-
tion based on the Modelica Buildings library (Wetter, Zuo,
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et al. 2014; Wetter, Bonvini, et al. 2015). New component
models for HVAC filtration and viral transmission are de-
veloped to support the analyses in this study.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
We describe the Modelica modeling to support the anal-
yses in this study in Section 2. Next, methods to evaluate
and compare the mitigation strategies are detailed in Sec-
tion 3. The scope of analysis for this study including the
three mitigation strategies and three locations is described
in Section 4. The results in terms of IAQ and costs are
presented in Section 5. Finally, conclusions are drawn in
Section 6.

2 Modelica Modeling
The modeling based on the Modelica Buildings library is
detailed in this section. First, we describe the developed
component models to support the analyses in this study.
We then detail the system modeling of the studied medium
office building.

2.1 Component Modeling
We describe the new component models for HVAC filters
and viral transmission in this section.

2.1.1 HVAC Filter Model

We first develop an HVAC filter model to simulate filtra-
tion of viral particles. The model includes: removal of vi-
ral particles based on a defined efficiency and static pres-
sure drop due to the resistance the filter imposes on the
airflow.

The removal of virus can be described as:

cout = (1−η f ilter)cin, (1)

where cout is the virus concentration exiting the filter,
η f ilter is the filter removal efficiency in terms of percent-
age of virus removed, and cin is the virus concentration
entering the filter. The filter efficiency can be between
0-100%, where η f ilter = 100% describes a filter that com-
pletely removes all virus in the airflow.

Next, the static pressure drop caused by the resistance
of the filter is:

∆p f ilter = k f ilterṁ2
f ilter, (2)

where ∆p f ilter is the static pressure drop caused by the
filter, ṁ f ilter is the mass flow rate of air though the filter,
and k f ilter is:

k f ilter =
∆pnom

ṁ2
nom

, (3)

where ∆pnom is the nominal pressure drop at the nominal
mass flow rate, ṁnom. These two values are inputs to the
filter model. The quadratic relation between static pres-
sure drop and mass flow rate can be approximated using
the Bernoulli equation and captures the general trend from
experimental data (ASHRAE 2017). It should be noted

that the filter pressure drop increases over time as the fil-
ter collects particles (Xia and Chen 2021), but the nominal
pressure drop was assumed to be constant in this study for
simplicity.

2.1.2 Viral Transmission Modeling

We use the building level concentration of COVID-19
virus to represent IAQ in the majority of this study. Sick
people generate viral particles directly into each well-
mixed zone at a constant generation rate. The balance of
concentration in a zone can be described as:

ċzone = (1/mair,zone)Σ(ṁc)zone+ ċgen,zone− ċdecay,zone, (4)

where ċzone is the rate of change of virus concentration
in the zone with respect to time, mair,zone is the mass of
air in the zone, Σ(ṁc)zone is the net sum of the virus con-
centration flowrates into/out of the zone, ċgen,zone is the
virus concentration generation rate within the zone, and
ċdecay,zone is the rate of viral decay in the zone, which is
modeled based on a first order method:

ċdecay,zone = kdecayczone, (5)

where kdecay is a defined constant rate of viral decay, and
czone is the virus concentration in the zone.

The presence of one sick person in each zone within
the building is simulated from 9:00 AM - 5:00 PM, Mon-
day through Friday throughout the year. This allows for
the evaluation of the mitigation strategies during differ-
ent conditions, such as weather, throughout the year. The
virus generation rate is dependent on many factors, such
as the activity level of the sick person. We select a typical
virus generation rate of 25 quanta/hr (Buonanno, Stabile,
and Morawska 2020; Buonanno, Morawska, and Stabile
2020) and a viral decay rate of 0.48 hr−1 (Pease, Wang,
et al. 2021) based on data from the literature.

2.2 System Modeling
We provide an overview of the studied medium office
building system and modeling of this system in this sec-
tion.

2.2.1 Studied Building System

The building system in this work is based on the DOE
commercial reference medium office building (Depart-
ment of Energy n.d.), with a focus on the bottom floor.
The schematic for this system is shown in Figure 1. The
floor consists of five zones, including a core zone and four
perimeter zones, with a total floor area of 1,664 m2. A
central air handling unit with heating and cooling coils
services this floor, with VAV terminal boxes containing
reheat coils for each zone. An outdoor air economizer
is used to supply the minimum outdoor airflow based
on ASHRAE standards (ASHRAE 2019) as well as pro-
vide free cooling. Natural gas is used to provide heating,
while electricity is used to provide cooling and power the
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Figure 1. Schematic of VAV system servicing the bottom floor of the five zone medium office building.

fan. The HVAC system is controlled based on the VAV
2A2-21232 sequence from the Sequences of Operation for
Common HVAC Systems described in (Wetter, Hu, et al.
2018).

2.2.2 Modeling of Studied System

The new component models are added to a medium office
building system model, which is based along a prototype
provided in the Modelica Buildings library (Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory 2013), to create the fi-
nal modeling capability. The developed medium office
building system model for this study is shown in Fig-
ure 2. The HVAC system is sized for each climate us-
ing EnergyPlusTM and the fan is assumed to be sized for
MERV 10 filtration. We use typical meteorological year
data for each location (EnergyPlus n.d.). The entire sys-
tem model contains the following key subsystems: (1)
building envelope and room airflow model, including the
generation and decay of virus in the zones; (2) HVAC sys-
tem model which includes the central air handling unit, as
well as VAV terminal boxes and return duct; (3) control
system, which includes PI controllers for the heating and
cooling coils, outdoor air economizer, and supply fan; and
(4) the weather conditions, including dry bulb tempera-
ture, wind speed, and radiative exchange.

For the system located in Tampa in this study, the model
is adapted to supply air through the building at all times,
including unoccupied hours to avoid development of mold
due to the high humidity. The outdoor air damper is closed
during unoccupied hours and only recirculated air is sup-
plied to the building (including for the 100% outdoor air
case). For cooling scenarios, the supply air temperature
setpoint is reset from 12 ◦C to 27 ◦C and the zone tempera-
ture setpoints are reset from 24 ◦C to 30 ◦C in unoccupied
hours. For heating scenarios, the zone temperature set-
points are reset from 20 ◦C to 12 ◦C in unoccupied hours.
This allows for the system to run and prevent buildup of

mold, while limiting the increase in energy during the un-
occupied hours.

3 Methods to Compare Mitigation
Strategies

This section describes the methods to compare the miti-
gation strategies in terms of IAQ and costs. This includes
calculating the predicted number of infections based on
virus concentration, as well as determining total costs
based on costs associated with filters, HVAC energy con-
sumption, and CO2 emissions.

3.1 Predicted Number of Infections Calcula-
tion

To quantify the impact of the virus concentrations, risk of
infection is calculated using the Wells-Riley approach (E.
Riley, Murphy, and R. Riley 1978), which determines this
risk based on the amount of virus inhaled by an occupant.
Risk of infection is calculated as:

R(t) = 1− exp(−IR
∫ t

t0
c(t)dt), (6)

where R(t) is risk of infection in terms of percentage, IR
is the volumetric inhalation rate of air for an occupant,
and

∫ t
t0 c(t)dt is the integral of virus concentration in the

room with respect to time since initial time t0. The pre-
dicted number of infections, R0, can be calculated based
on the risk, R. The predicted number of infections over
time, R0(t) is calculated accounting for the variable occu-
pancy in the zones for this study. This is done by calcu-
lating R0(t) for a given time interval when the occupancy
is constant and adding the predicted number of infections
calculated from the previous time interval. This can be
described as:
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Figure 2. Modelica model of the medium office building system.

R0,T (t) = ST [1− exp(−IR
∫ t

t0
c(t)dt)]+R0,T−1(t0), (7)

where R0,T (t) is the predicted number of infections in the
zone for time interval T , ST is the number of susceptible
occupants in the zone during T , t0 is the time at the begin-
ning of interval T , and R0,T−1(t0) is the predicted num-
ber of infections from the previous time interval, T − 1,
ending at time t0. Susceptible occupants is determined as
S = N −1, where N is the number of occupants. This way
S does not account for the sick person, since they cannot
infect themselves.

3.2 Financial Cost Calculation
The annual financial costs for the different mitigation
strategies are calculated based on the following equation:

Jtotal = Jf ilter + Jelec + Jgas + JCO2 , (8)

where Jtotal is the total annual costs, Jf ilter are the costs as-
sociated with filtration, Jelec are the electricity costs to run
the HVAC system, Jgas are the costs for natural gas heat-
ing, and JCO2 are costs associated with CO2 emissions.
The costs associated with filtration include purchase costs
and labor costs for replacing the filters throughout the
year based on their expected life. The electricity costs to
run the HVAC system come from fan and cooling power,
while natural gas costs are calculated based on the heat
supplied in the HVAC system from natural gas. Finally,
we use a cost of $12 (USD) per ton of CO2 emissions
based on average prices in the U.S. described by the Re-
gional Greenhouse Gas Initiative and California Cap-and-
Trade Program (The World Bank 2021) to determine costs
associated with CO2 emissions. It should be noted Jf ilter,
Jelec, and Jgas are charged in current practice, but JCO2 has
not been implemented in the building sector in the United
States yet.

3.3 CO2 Emissions Calculation

The annual CO2 emissions for the mitigation strategies are
determined based on emissions associated with natural gas
heating and electricity consumed by the HVAC system,
using the method adopted in (Lou, Yang, et al. 2021; Lou,
Ye, et al. 2022). The emission factor for natural gas heat-
ing is constant and independent of location. However, the
emission factor for electricity is dynamic and depends on
the electricity sources of the location. Different locations
use various portions of renewable, nuclear, or fossil fuel
energy. The electricity sources vary based on the time of
day as well as season, for example depending on the avail-
ability of solar or wind energy. The emission factor data
comes from the Cambium project lead by the National Re-
newable Energy Laboratory (Gagnon et al. 2020).

Figure 3 shows an example of how CO2 emissions are
calculated for a sample day based on the natural gas and
electricity usage. Figure 3a shows the energy consump-
tion for one heating day in San Diego. We see the natu-
ral gas usage varies based on the heating demand and the
electricity consumption changes based on the fan power.
The emission factor of electricity in Figure 3b varies dur-
ing the day based on the availability of renewable energy,
while the emission factor of natural gas remains constant.
Finally, Figure 3c shows the hourly CO2 emissions are the
product of the hourly energy usage and emission factor.

3.4 Analysis of Combined Metrics

To evaluate the performance of the two strategies relative
to MERV 10 filtration, we define metrics to consider the
improvement in IAQ relative to an increase in costs. These
are relative metrics, since they are calculated for the strate-
gies relative to MERV 10 filtration. First, we calculate the
percent increase in costs relative to MERV 10 filtration.
This is described as:
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∆Ji = Ji/JM10 −1, (9)

where ∆Ji is the percent increase in costs associated with
a strategy i relative to MERV 10 filtration, Ji is the costs
for strategy i, and JM10 is the costs for MERV 10 filtration
in that location.

(a) Hourly energy consumption.

(b) Hourly emission factors.

(c) Hourly CO2 emissions.

Figure 3. Calculation of CO2 emissions based on electricity and
natural gas usage for Jan 1, 2020 in San Diego.

The percent improvement in IAQ relative to the percent
increase in costs can then be calculated as:

∆IAQ/∆Ji = (1− IAQi/IAQM10)/∆Ji, (10)

where ∆IAQ/∆Ji is the marginal improvement in IAQ per
increase in costs for a strategy i relative to MERV 10 fil-
tration, IAQi is the IAQ metric for a strategy i, and IAQM10
is the IAQ metric for the MERV 10 strategy.

4 Scope
We describe the scope of our analysis in this section, in-
cluding the selected mitigation strategies and summary of
the chosen geographic locations.

4.1 Mitigation Strategies
Three mitigation strategies are chosen for this study, in-
cluding use of MERV 10 and MERV 13 filtration, or sup-
ply of 100% outdoor air into the building. MERV 10 fil-
tration may be used in existing buildings, while improved
MERV 13 filtration has been recommended for use during
the COVID-19 pandemic by ASHRAE (ASHRAE Epi-
demic Task Force 2021). The 100% outdoor air strategy
also uses MERV 10 filtration, since filtration is needed for
outdoor contaminants as well. This study assumes the vi-
ral particles have diameters between 1-3 µm, and a con-
stant, typical removal efficiency is chosen based on fil-
ter data for particles of this size. Table 1 shows the set-
tings for the HVAC filters used in the simulations. The
filtration efficiencies come from ASHRAE technical re-
sources (ASHRAE 2017) and the pressure drop values
come from data for MERV 10 (Dwyer n.d.[a]) and MERV
13 (Dwyer n.d.[b]). It should be noted the pressure drop
across the filter can increase over time as the filter accumu-
lates particles (Xia and Chen 2021) and the pressure drop
can vary for filters with the same rating, depending on the
depth or type of filter (Ben-David and Waring 2018). For
simplicity, a constant nominal pressure drop for each filter
is chosen based on the average of the typical initial and
final pressure drops.

Table 1. HVAC filter simulation settings.

Filter Nominal
Pressure
Drop (Pa)

Filtration
Efficiency

MERV 10 143 50%
MERV 13 162 85%

The costs of the HVAC filters, which are obtained
from (Azimi and Stephens 2013), are shown in Table 2.
The total annual costs are determined by the purchase and
labor costs throughout the year based on the expected life
of the filters.

4.2 Studied Locations
International Falls, MN, San Diego, CA, and Tampa, FL
are the locations studied in this paper. A summary of the
climates, electricity sources, energy prices, and average
electricity emission factor is shown in Table 3. The elec-
tricity (U.S. Energy Information Administration 2021b)
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Table 2. HVAC filter costs.

Filter Purchase
Cost
(USD)

Replacement
Labor Costs
(USD)

Expected
Life

Total
Annual
Costs

MERV
10

$7 $17 4 months $72

MERV
13

$11 $17 4 months $84

and natural gas (U.S. Energy Information Administration
2021a) prices for each location are also included. The
natural gas price is based on the total price paid by end-
users per thousand cubic feet of natural gas, and is inclu-
sive of all taxes and other fees. Compared to International
Falls and Tampa, San Diego has a lower average electric-
ity emission factor. San Diego is able to utilize significant
renewable energy, such as solar power, and limit its fos-
sil fuel usage. International Falls and Tampa instead rely
more on fossil fuels such as coal and natural gas for elec-
tricity generation.

5 Results and Discussion
We first show an overview of the results for the three mit-
igation strategies in the three locations in terms of IAQ,
HVAC costs, and CO2 emissions. We then discuss the
tradeoffs between IAQ and totals costs.

5.1 Overview of Results

The annual results for IAQ, HVAC costs, and CO2 emis-
sions are shown in Figure 4. The virus concentrations are
normalized by the annual average virus concentration for
the MERV 10 case in International Falls. The HVAC costs
in this section include costs associated with filters and
HVAC energy consumption, while the total costs includ-
ing those associated with CO2 emissions are used in the
next section. The results show dependencies on mitigation
strategy, climate, and electricity sources. The trends for
emissions and costs can be seen in Figure 4a. San Diego
has lower costs and emissions compared to Tampa, due to
less HVAC energy consumption in the milder climate. The
breakdown of HVAC energy consumption for the three
mitigation strategies in the three locations is shown in Fig-
ure 5. International Falls has lower costs but more emis-
sions compared to San Diego. This is because natural
gas heating is the dominant energy consumption in the
very cold climate of International Falls, which has much
lower costs compared to electricity. Due to its climate, San
Diego uses very little heating and most of the HVAC en-
ergy consumption comes from electricity to provide cool-
ing and power the fan. The lower emissions in San Diego
compared to International Falls can be explained by the
lower HVAC energy consumption, as well as the lower
average electricity generation emission factor.

(a) Annual CO2 emissions vs HVAC costs.

(b) Average virus concentration vs annual HVAC costs.

(c) Average virus concentration vs annual CO2 emissions.

Figure 4. Results for average virus concentration, annual HVAC
costs, and annual CO2 emissions for the three mitigation strate-
gies in the three locations.
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Table 3. Summary of selected locations.

Location Climate Electricity Price
(cents/kWh)

Natural Gas Price
(cents/kWh)

Avg. Electricity Emission
Factor (kg CO2/MWh)

International Falls, MN Very Cold 10.57 2.18 302
San Diego, CA Warm and Marine 18.00 3.34 196
Tampa, FL Hot and Humid 10.06 3.93 338

(a) International Falls.

(b) San Diego.

(c) Tampa.

Figure 5. Breakdown of HVAC energy consumption for the
three strategies in the three locations.

(a) Virus concentration.

(b) Predicted number of infections.

Figure 6. Virus concentration and predicted number of infec-
tions in the Core zone for the three strategies on June 24, 2020
in Tampa.

Figures 4b and 4c similarly show the trends based on
climate and electricity sources, as well as the IAQ trends
for the different mitigation strategies. The 100% out-
door air strategy provides the best IAQ in Tampa and San
Diego, but not in International Falls. This is because the
economizer only decreases the outdoor air usage for the
100% outdoor air strategy when it is very cold outside to
prevent freezing, which happens more often in the very
cold climate of International Falls. The 100% outdoor
air strategy leads to significant increases in costs and CO2
emissions in International Falls and Tampa, but not as sig-
nificantly in San Diego. This is because significant energy
is required either to cool and dehumidify the outdoor air in
the hot and humid Tampa climate or to heat the very cold
outdoor air in International Falls. In San Diego, however,
the weather is milder throughout the year, so the 100%
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outdoor air strategy leads to smaller increases in costs and
emissions. Figure 5 shows the increase in energy con-
sumption for the 100% outdoor air case in Tampa and
International Falls, as well as overall higher energy con-
sumption in these two locations compared to San Diego
because of climate.

To compare the impact of the differences in virus con-
centrations for these strategies, an example of the virus
concentration and predicted number of infections in the
Core zone for a hot summer day (June 24, 2020) in Tampa
is shown in Figure 6. The minimum outdoor airflow is
used for the MERV 10 and MERV 13 cases on this day.
Use of MERV 13 filtration reduces the peak virus concen-
tration on this day by 22% compared to MERV 10 filtra-
tion, and use of 100% outdoor air reduces the peak virus
concentration by 27% compared to MERV 10 filtration.
The predicted number of infections is above one for all
three strategies in this zone during this day, which means
at least one infection is expected to occur. MERV 13
filtration reduces the expected chance of a second infec-
tion occurring by 39% compared to MERV 10 filtration,
while supply of 100% outdoor air decreases the expected
chance of a second infection occurring by 50% compared
to MERV 10 filtration.

MERV 10 filtration is the cheapest and lowest emission
strategy due to having the lowest energy consumption, but
also provides the worst IAQ in all locations. MERV 13 fil-
tration improves the IAQ relative to MERV 10 filtration,
but with moderate increases in costs and emissions be-
cause of the increase in fan energy consumption. It can be
seen that the improvement in IAQ for the other strategies
relative to MERV 10 filtration differs between the two lo-
cations. Additionally, the costs and emissions for the mit-
igation strategies also differ for these locations. Analysis
of these tradeoffs is performed in the following section.

5.2 Analysis of Tradeoffs
The tradeoffs between IAQ and costs for the mitigation
strategies relative to MERV 10 filtration are analyzed for
the three locations in this section. Associating a cost with
CO2 emissions allows us to directly compare the marginal
improvement in IAQ to both costs and emissions simulta-
neously, as described in Section 3.4. This is shown for the
two strategies relative to MERV 10 in the three locations
in Figure 7.

Use of 100% outdoor air outperforms MERV 13 fil-
tration in San Diego. This is because supply of 100%
outdoor air is able to provide better IAQ compared to
MERV 13 with less of an increase in costs in this loca-
tion. The milder weather in San Diego allows for lim-
ited increases in heating/cooling costs throughout the year,
while the increase in fan energy for the MERV 13 case
slightly increases the overall costs compared to 100% out-
door air. On the other hand, MERV 13 filtration appears
to be the most beneficial strategy in International Falls and
Tampa. Unlike San Diego, use of 100% outdoor air sig-
nificantly increases the costs due to the energy required to

heat or cool and dehumidify the outdoor air in these loca-
tions. MERV 13 filtration also shows a more significant
improvement in IAQ in the two locations relative to San
Diego due to the limited amount of outdoor air usage in
those climates.

Figure 7. Marginal improvement in IAQ relative to total costs
for the three locations.

(a) International Falls.

(b) San Diego.

(c) Tampa.

Figure 8. Dynamic usage of outdoor air using MERV 10 filtra-
tion in the three locations.
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Figure 8 shows the outdoor air usage for the MERV 10
cases in the three locations. Because of its milder weather,
the MERV 10 case in San Diego can use high outdoor air-
flow rates most of the year, except in the peak of sum-
mer in July - September. In International Falls, the MERV
10 case uses less outdoor air during the very cold win-
ter, as well as during the peak of summer around July.
In Tampa, much less outdoor air is used for the MERV
10 case throughout the year, with an exception during the
cooler winter mornings. Because of these trends for the
MERV 10 cases, the additional filtration in the MERV 13
case or outdoor air usage in the 100% outdoor air case
significantly improves the IAQ in International Falls and
Tampa.

6 Conclusion
The tradeoffs between IAQ and sustainability for three
strategies to mitigate indoor virus are compared for three
locations in the United States. The mitigation strategies
include different levels of filtration, such as MERV 10
or MERV 13 filtration, as well as supply of 100% out-
door air into the building. The locations have differing
climates and their electricity profiles are also comprised
with varying portions of renewable energies and fossil fu-
els for generating electricity. The strategies are evaluated
using a prototypical medium office building model ini-
tially sized for MERV 10 filtration, developed using the
Modelica Buildings library.

The results show the tradeoffs between IAQ and costs
for the different strategies have a strong dependency on
climate and electricity sources. MERV 10 filtration is al-
ways the cheapest option, since this strategy tends to use
the least energy, but also provides the worst IAQ. Use of
100% outdoor air provides the best IAQ in San Diego and
Tampa, and significantly increases costs in the hot and hu-
mid climate of Tampa and very cold climate of Interna-
tional Falls. Use of 100% outdoor air can be a good option
in the relatively milder climate of San Diego, where the in-
crease in costs and emissions is limited. MERV 13 filtra-
tion can improve IAQ with limited increases in costs in all
locations due to its high virus filtration efficiency and rela-
tively smaller increases in energy consumption. This strat-
egy outperforms use of 100% outdoor air in International
Falls and Tampa, since it avoids the significant increase in
cooling/dehumidification or heating of the outdoor air.

Future studies can be conducted based on the work in
this paper. The models we used in this study can be ap-
plied to other contaminant scenarios, for example PM2.5
which can infiltrate the building from outdoor air. They
can also be used to evaluate advanced control strategies
to improve IAQ, such as occupant-based strategies. Fi-
nally, this study focuses on applying mitigation strategies
to an existing building, since redesigning an HVAC sys-
tem is costly. However, the models can be used to evaluate
HVAC system designs for new buildings, for example to
study a system designed for high-efficiency filters.
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